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• Online Store
• Discord Support Server
• Twitch Channel
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Chapter 1. Links

CHAPTER

2

Introduction

GS CurveTools is a powerful tool used create and manipulate geometry cards and tubes (Curve Cards and Curve
Tubes). GS CurveTools can be used in numerous workflows, from hair card creation, to creation of complex procedural
braided cables and much more.
The main power of GS CurveTools is its ability to quickly create complex network of nodes, tailored for fast manipulation of geometry in a smooth and natural way.
One of the main focuses of GS CurveTools is Hair Cards workflow. Almost every game out there uses some form
of hair cards to create complex and beautiful hair styles for its main characters. To be able to quickly create new
hair cards, convert curves to hair cards and quickly change its parameters is very important part of GS CurveTools
workflow.
With Version 1.1 user can now bind custom geometry to any curve and even bind already created Curve Cards and
Curve Tubes to any curve using Warp function.
With Version 1.2 user now have access to custom UV Editor tailored to work with Cards, Tubes and Bound objects.
Profile Graph allows to control the profile along the curve and much more.
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CHAPTER

3

Main Features of GS CurveTools

• Fast creation of procedural geometry cards and tubes
• Conversion of already existing curves to curve cards/tubes
• Ability to quickly populate empty spaces between curves with new curve cards/tubes including complex bound
curve networks.
• Intuitive and fast controls for created curves
• Ability to bind (attach) and unbind any geometry or already existing Curve Cards/Tubes to any Curve.
• Powerful Layer System for created curves/tubes.
• Easy to use filters to quickly show/hide all curves or geometry.
• New Colorize mode to quickly check UVs, see the layers in the Viewport and more.
• Custom Color Editor for Layers.
• Regroup by Layer function to organize your curves in the outliner
• Subdivide Selected Curves
• Quickly Extract All geometry for Export, or Extract Selected only. Original Curves stay functional.
• Fast selection and grouping of curves
• Interactive UV Editor
• Mirror Curves
• Convert geometry cards to Curves
• Transfer of attributes and UVs between curve cards
• Interactive rebuild of existing curves for additional complexity or vice versa, to simplify control.
• Duplicate entire network of curves with one button
• Randomize create curves to add realism
• Smooth/Extend/Reduce created curves
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• Control multiple curves with Control Curve deformer
• Custom window for all curve controls
• Powerful attributes (controls) for curves, including Twist, Width and Profile along the curve.
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CHAPTER

4

Recommended Maya Versions

• 2018.6
• 2019.3
• 2019.3.1
• 2020.4
• 2022.3
• 2022.4
• 2023.0
• 2023.1
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CHAPTER

5

Supported Platforms

• Maya 2018-2023 for Windows -> Fully Tested and Supported*.
• Maya 2018-2023 for Mac -> In Beta*.
• Linux -> Not Tested and Not Supported.
• Maya LT -> Not Tested and Not Supported.
• Maya 2017 -> Is no longer supported since v1.2.7
Warning: *Please use the latest patches if possible. For example: Maya 2018.1 has issues that were fixed in the
latest 2018.6 and are essential for GS CurveTools functionality. Thank you!

5.1 Changelog
5.1.1 Version 1.2.10
Improvements:
• Fill function will now automatically reset pivot to the root CV on newly created curves.
Bug Fixes:
• Fixed an encoding issue with tooltips.md file that caused an error on some Korean PCs during the startup of the
plug-in (Maya 2022 confirmed, possibly 2023).
• Fixed an issue with Twist and Width graphs not being able to be reset using Reset Curve button.
• Fixed an issue with Twist and Width graphs not copying the values correctly if multiple curves were selected in
component mode.
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5.1.2 Version 1.2.9
Bug Fixes:
• Fixed a bug with UV Editor not showing textures in older (Python 2) Maya versions.

5.1.3 Version 1.2.8
New Features:
• All the relevant buttons now have (optional) tooltips. Can be disabled in the Options.
Improvements:
• Convert Curves is now out of beta (in the Options menu):
– Card -> Card conversion will now correctly keep original orientation and profile.
– Will now retain original materials on conversion.
– Performance was improved.
• Twist, Width and Profile Graphs are now applied to ALL selected curves.
• Card to Curve algorithm was rewritten and improved:
– Better compatibility and reliability for one-sided cards with different vert orders.
– Optimization and speed-up of the algorithm
– Cards with no width spans are now correctly converted.
• Massive improvement of the Mirror operation:
– Improved orientation and profile calculation during mirror for all Warp and Extrude cards.
– Speed-up and optimization.
– Much less orientation “drift” when using “Flip”.
• Orient to Normals algorithm improvements:
– Optimization and speed-up.
– Increased precision with less iterations.
– Cards will not flip or change orientation on continuous use on already aligned cards.
– Reduced angle tolerance to 1 degree by default.
• Select CVs slider was improved. Current hotkeys:
– Shift + Drag: additive selection.
– Alt + Drag: deselect CVs.
– Ctrl + Drag: allows for slider movement without selection change.
• Expanded supported texture formats list for the UV editor. Added TIFF (TIF).
– Full list of supported texture formats: JPG, JPEG, PNG, TIF, TIFF, TGA (24bit, no RLE).
– Also added additional info for the “Wrong format” error message. It will now specify that TGA has no
support for RLE compression.
• Minor improvements for curve creation algorithm (better refinement and divisions calculation)
• Some minor UI adjustments
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Bug Fixes:
• Fixed a hotkey conflict with layer selection:
– Holding Ctrl + clicking on Layer should now select the contents of that layer, and deselect everything else
like intended.
– Show Always on Top hotkey changed to Ctrl+Alt.
• Fixed a bug where “Layer Isolation Selection” hotkey was not working properly. Now holding Shift+Alt and
clicking on Layer will isolate select this layer properly.
• Transfer UVs will now correctly transfer H-Flip UV attribute.
• Select CVs slider will no longer deselect the last selected CV when using subtractive mode.

5.1.4 Version 1.2.7
New Features:
• Maya 2023 Support
• Global and Per-Layer Always-On-Top toggle for curves (“Per-Layer” is only for Maya 2022+)
• (BETA) Convert one type of Card/Tube to the other type (Warp->Extrude, and vice versa).
– Might have issues with orientation when converting
– Might have other issues with old Cards/Tubes
– Recommended to use only on newly created cards/tubes (v1.2.7+) and NOT on the old ones.
Improvements:
• Scale Factor is now stored in the scene as well as in every created curve. This will allow for better compatibility
with other functions and more reliable workflows in the future.
Bug Fixes:
• UV Bug that was in 2020 and 2022 was fixed in 2023 by Autodesk. 2020 and 2022 still have it, obviously.
Deprecation:
• Maya 2017 support is dropped. Might work just fine with this update, but there will be no bug fixes for 2017.

5.1.5 Version 1.2.6
Improvements:
• More precise generation of Control Curve deformer. Generated control curve should now better match the
curvature of the selected curves.
Bugfixes:
• Control Curve deformer will now be properly generated even if the selected curves had the root CVs deleted at
some point.
• Mirror and Flip functions will never invert the Width graph after the fix. Before the fix it was the case for some
users.

5.1. Changelog
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5.1.6 Version 1.2.5
New Features:
• Layer Names - new parameter for every layer. Regroup by Layer will now use the custom names when naming
the layers. Custom names can be edited in the Layers Customization window and stored as a global preset, just
like the layer colors.
• Layer Names & Colors - new button on the main UI. Opens the name and color editor for layers.
• Full Non-Square Texture Map Support - GS CurveTools UV editor will now properly stretch and scale nonsquare texture maps (diffuse and alpha map), just like the native Maya UV editor does. Coverage and Translate
Frame can be used to further edit the position and scale of the texture map if Use Transforms toggle is enabled.
• UV Editor Texture Controls - new section in the UV editor:
– Transform - this toggle will enable/disable texture map transformations based on the place2dTexture node
parameters: Coverage and Translate Frame. Offset parameter is NOT supported. Both diffuse and alpha
map should have the same Coverage and Translate Frame parameter for this to work.
– Alpha - this toggle will enable/disable the use of Alpha map that is connected to the Transparency plug of
the material (from separate files or the same file).
• UV Editor Colors - new section in the UV editor with 3 editable color swatches for background, grid and frame
colors of the UV editor viewport.
Improvements:
• Regroup by Layer - will no longer use Group Name field as a default name. Group Name field is only used
by the Group Curves button to set the name of the new group. Regroup by Layer will use the default name
(CT_Layer#) or the name from the Layers Customization window.
• Changed the Default Grey Color for layers to default (0, 0, 0) color. Reset layer will rest to this color as well.
• Some Tooltips added to the UV editor.
• UV Editor Cache - added Texture Map Caching to speed up the UV Editor. Texture map is loaded only once,
and if there are no changes to the file it will be loaded from the cache every subsequent time this texture map is
needed. Changes to the Diffuse or Alpha map will cause a reload from the disc. Before it was only reloaded if
the path changed.
Bugfixes:
• Add Selection to Layer will now properly sync curve colors if Sync Color Layer to Layer Color is selected in
the options.
• Zoom and Focus Events should now properly re-render the texture map in the UV editor to match the screen
resolution. Should eliminate shimmer effect on square texture maps completely.
• Fixed Some Lags during zooming in the UV editor.

5.1.7 Version 1.2.4
New Features:
• Orient to Normals function is now available in the Curve Control Window. Orients selected cards to the target
mesh. Change number of iterations or angle tolerance to get the result you want. Target mesh is selected and
remembered throughout the session. Orient function has dedicated hotkey available.
• Mass Bind option is now available in the options menu (“Bind to All Available Empty Curves”) Enabling this
option will bind selected geo or hair clump to all selected “empty” curves. Previous attributes are retained on
the target curves (if they had them from the start).
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Improvements:
• Mirror function was improved. Single cards are now oriented properly during mirror process. Bound cards
(clumps) orientation accuracy depends on the complexity of the clump (the more variation, the less accuracy).
• Fix Broken Graphs option is now available in the options menu. Using this fix will attempt to fix all the broken
graphs in the scene. Until Autodesk fixes this issue, this is a viable workaround.
• Reset Button on graphs is now improved to cover the edge case of “broken graphs” issue in Maya.
• Mirror function will now automatically reset curve pivot point (for mirrored cards).
Bugfixes:
• Shift + Hotkey combination is now available. Making a hotkey using only Shift+Hotkey combination will now
work properly with functions that accept Shift modifier (small triangle on the button)
• Profile Curve will now work properly when using Add/Fill functions between cards with different number of
nodes on said graphs.
• Mac Icons will now load properly on some OSX configurations.
• Numerous other small code adjustments and improvements.

5.1.8 Version 1.2.3
Bugfixes:
• Maya 2020.4 Unbind fixed. New cards will have the fix built-in. Old cards must be fixed using Fix Maya 2020.4
Unbind Function from the Options Menu.
• Rare Progress Bar bug was fixed in all versions of Maya.
• Fill function will no longer throw an error if user selected incompatible curves. Those curves will be ignored.
• Progress bar on Fill function was fixed.

5.1.9 Version 1.2.2
Just a small hotfix for Maya 2020.4 users
Ignore this update if you had no issues with the plug-in.
Bugfixes:
• New Warp Curves created in Maya 2020.4 will now behave like intended.
• Maya 2020.4 Twist and Inverted Twist attribute fix added. To use the fix, run the command in Options -> Fix
Maya 2020.4 Twist Attribute

5.1.10 Version 1.2.1
Just a small hotfix for Maya 2017 users
Ignore this update if you had no issues with the plug-in.
Bugfixes:
• Maya 2017 and older 2018 updates (<2018.6) errors fixed

5.1. Changelog
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5.1.11 Version 1.2
Major Update!
New Features:
• Fully Reworked Main UI.
• Fully Reworked Curve Control Window
• Full support of Python 3 and Maya 2022 (also supports python 2 compatibility mode for 2022)
• Bind and Unbind functions (former Warp function). You can now unbind already bound cards, change them,
add new cards and bind back to the original curve.
• Curve attributes retention. Curves will now remember their attributes even if you unbind them. Binding back
will restore the previous attributes. Can be disabled in options.
• New Fill function. This function works similar to Add Cards/Tubes, but also supports custom bound
cards/geometr. All card types are now supported, including Bound cards.
• New Subdivide function. This function will subdivide any selected Card/Tube and replace it with copies of
itself based on the Add slider. Increase the density of your cards with ease!
• New Card to Curve function. This function will try to replace any selected cards (one sided geometry) with
curves based on their topology. Only one sided cards are supported at this moment. Tubes and other complex
shapes will not work.
• New Regroup by Layer function with color mode and custom naming support. Organize your scene in one
click!
• New Mirror function. Mirror or Flip your cards.
• New Inverted Twist attribute. Twist the root of the curve (Fully compatible with normal Twist and Twist Graph)
• New Profile Graph. Change the profile of the card along the length of the curve!
• New H-Flip UV Attribute. Horizontally flip UV on any card!
• New UV Editor Window. Interface for all your UV editing needs. No more sliders!:
– Change UVs on any number of selected cards
– Full support of Bound (old Warp) curves. Change UVs without unbinding.
– Select, Move, Rotate, Scale multiple UVs
– Draw UV rectangle to quickly change UVs
– Horizontal or Vertical Flip of UV card
– Selected UVs List.
– Reset UV, Focus View, Isolate Select and Show All functions
– Supports TGA, PNG and JPG(JPEG) texture maps. Other formats may be supported with minor updates.
• New Import and Export Curves function in the Options menu. You can now safely export and import your
curves to be stored as presets!
• New Alt Mode for Layers. Hold Alt + Click to quickly show/hide layers.
• User can now switch between 20, 30 and 40 Layers mode. Twice as many layers to work with.
• Layers can now be used in Numeric Only Mode. A-J letters can be dynamically switched to 10-19 layer
numbers.
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• New Custom Colors Window. Colorize your Layers, Save as global Preset, Load on any project, Apply
Colors to Layers, Gradient and Randomize functions.
• New Color Functions. You can now Sync your Layer Color to the Curve Color and sync your Layer Color to
the Outliner (Regroup by Layer function will apply colors)
• New dedicated Color Picker for Curve Color.
Improvements:
• Renamed Warp Function to Bind.
• Bind (old Warp) now has an option to Duplicate before Bind. This will leave the original cards behind and
create a duplicate for Binding.
• Bind will now duplicate original cards if Shift button is pressed with the Bind button.
• Redundant UV attributes were removed (still available for old projects). Rotate Tip and Rotate Root attributes
were deprecated.
• Numerous rewrites and code improvements.
• Warp Mode is now the default mode for curve creation.

5.1.12 Version 1.1.5
Small transition update before v1.2
Improvements:
• High-DPI interface improvements.
• Fixed text alignment in some menus.
• General code optimization and maintenance.
Fixed Bugs:
• Extracting geometry from selected curves will no longer throw an error and stop if one or more curves are
broken. Now it will just skip those curves and print their names in the console.

5.1.13 Version 1.1.4
Improvements:
• Scale Factor Slider now properly stretches with the window.
• Removed minimize and maximize buttons from Scale Factor, Global Curve Thickness and Randomize windows.
• Changed the name of the Randomize window from “Randomize” to “Randomize Curves”.
Fixed Bugs:
• Fixed a Randomize window bug where it failed to properly construct the window if the main plug-in window
was docked. It should now properly create a floating window regardless of the main window position or docking.
• Fixed a bug with Control Curve Apply button where it deleted wrong curves after applying the deformer. This
only happened with the Curve Cards/Tubes that were created using Curve Card/Tube or Warp buttons out of
duplicated Control Curve curves.
• Extend Curve button will no longer create multiple CVs on the section of the curve that was extended. Curve
will be automatically rebuilt every time based on the original number of CVs.
• Minor code cleanup and maintenance.
5.1. Changelog
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5.1.14 Version 1.1.3
New Features:
• Global curve thickness can now be changed and saved in the “Options -> Global Curve Thickness” menu.
Update already existing curves using “Update Curves” button and save selected thickness using “Save” button.
Line thickness for the new curves is now set automatically. You can still edit individual curve thickness in Curve
Control Window.
• Two new options in the Options menu: “Set AO Settings” and “Set Transparency settings”. They will change
the viewport settings for the current scene for better curve visibility and transparency. You can then toggle AO
by setting a hotkey in the hotkey editor “GS -> GS_CurveTools -> Misc -> GSCT_ToggleAO”.
Improvements:
• Improved “Duplicate” command. Curve thickness will now be consistent in duplicated curves.
• Group Curves command will no longer append a number to the end of the name of the group. Maya should
handle this automatically.
Fixed Bugs:
• Fixed an error that appeared on commands Reset Pivot, Rebuild Curve and Select Curve when there were
matching names in the scene.
• Minor code cleanup and optimization.

5.1.15 Version 1.1.2
New Features:
• Added “Edit Orig. Geo” button. You can now edit custom geometry attached to a curve (Enable “geometry
edit” in the layer to be able to select geometry)
• “Reverse Normals” attribute is now available for every type of curve created in CurveTools plug-in (affects only
curves created in v1.1.2 and higher)
Improvements:
• More predictable behavior of “Flip Axis” button. It will now automatically reverse normals (affects only curves
created in v1.1.2 and higher)
Fixed Bugs:
• Attaching custom geometry to a curve will no longer cause “offset” if target curve has transforms or offset pivot.
• Fixed an error and “stuck” progress bar when pressing Duplicate button with no curves selected.
• Reduce curve will no longer cause an error when pressed with no curves selected.
• Minor code cleanup.

5.1.16 Version 1.1.1
New Features:
• Added special Hotkey “GS -> GS_CurveTools -> Misc -> GSCT_ToggleAO” to toggle AO (refer to Online
Documentation -> Useful Tips)
• Added Hotkey to switch geometry editing for all layers “GS -> GS_CurveTools -> Misc -> GSCT Toggle Geo
Edit”
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Improvements:
• Rebuild Curve Slider will no longer throw warning messages when used with no curves selected
• Twist Magnitude field upper limit increased to 99
Fixed Bugs:
• Fixed Hotkeys. They will now save properly between Maya sessions
• Open Online Documentation will now properly work on Mac
• Fixed some icons on Mac
• Minor code cleanup

5.1.17 Version 1.1
New Features:
• New Curve Warp dedicated workflow:
– Change twist and scale at any point of the curve using provided graphs in Curve Control Window.
– Unlock length of the curve. You can now stretch geometry along the curve using length slider.
– Offset geometry along the curve by using Offset slider.
– All the previous attributes are still there.
• New Warp function:
– Warp function allows to bind any geometry to a curve or even bind already existing curves to any curve.
– Original geometry and curves keep their relative position and shape. You can make braid from normal
curves, bind them to one curve and braid will look just like you made it.
– You can also edit original curves later if you want by clicking “Edit Orig. Curves” button in Curve Control
Window.
– Warp function can be nested as many times as you want.
– Layers, Duplication and other functions are fully supported for nested Warp Groups.
• New Layer Filters. Quickly show/hide all the layers. Show only geometry or only curves on all layers.
– Last layer (J) is skipped by default. You can store your template curves there and the filters will not affect
it. This functionality can be changed in the options.
• New Color Mode. Quickly colorize your layers in viewport and in layer window. Switch between two modes:
only color or UV checker pattern + color. Click again to return back to normal textures.
• New Extract Selected and Extract All:
– You can now extract geometry from all layers with one click. By default it will also combine geometry
into one mesh ready for export. Shift + Click will skip combining the mesh and you will get all the curves
separately, organized in groups based on original layers.
– Last layer (J) is skipped by default. You can store your template curves there. This functionality can be
changed in the options.
– Extract Selected will extract only selected Curve Cards and merge them by default. Shift + Click to skip
merging step.
Improvements:

5.1. Changelog
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• Transfer Attr. and Transfer UVs buttons can now work in reverse mode (Shift + Click). Default -> Transfer
From First selected to all other curves, Shift -> Transfer from Last selected to all other curves.
• Transfer Attr. and Transfer UVs will now show [Source] curve when transferring the attributes.
• Smooth function can now not only smooth the entire curve but also smooth only selected CVs.
• Rebuild Curve will now show number of CVs in the viewport.
• Reset Pivot can now place pivot point at the tip of the curve by using Shift modifier.
• Delete Group and Curves button was removed from Layers.
• Much better overall stability of the plug-in. Selection is intelligently filtered to avoid errors. More information
is provided for the user.
• Edge to Curve function optimization. It is now up to 200% faster on large number of edge groups.
• Any instanced curve will now be automatically converted to normal curve when using Curve Card/Tube buttons. This behavior can be altered in the options menu.
• Documentation was removed from the folder and is now hosted online. Help menu now has option to open
online documentation.
– Online Documentation: https://gs-curvetools.readthedocs.io/
• Merged Versions - we are back to one folder for every version of Maya.
• Mac OS support is now in Beta. If you have any bugs, please report them.
Fixed Bugs:
• Switching workspaces and closing Maya will not cause blank window to appear when Maya is launched next
time.
• Changing scenes will not affect functionality of the plug-in.
• Add Cards command will no longer randomly add additional curves at the location of existing curves.
• Reset Pivot will not throw an error when there is a non-curve object in the selection.
• Plug-in no longer resets its options when switching scenes.
• No more random “Stack Trace” errors on Maya startup.
Known Issues:
• Rebuild Curve slider is not working if there is Maya Deformer currently present on the curve. Applying the
deformer (deleting history) fixes it.
• Smooth function can’t handle more than 255 CVs on one curve

5.1.18 Version 1.0.15
Improvements:
• Added full Maya 2020 Support
Fixed Bugs:
• Fixed some minor bugs for all Maya versions
• Fixed Curve Control Window error for Maya 2017 and 2018
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5.1.19 Version 1.0.1
Fixed Bugs:
• Fixed a bug where accidental duplication (Ctrl+D) of path curve led to unexpected behavior of layers
• Other minor improvements

5.1.20 Version 1.0.05
Improvements:
• Supported Maya versions now have separate plugins for better compatibility. Report bugs with Maya version
attached.
Fixed Bugs:
• Fixed huge Shelf icons some users of Maya 2018 and 2017 have experienced
• Fixed a few bugs in Maya 2017 version

5.1.21 Version 1.0
• Initial Release

5.2 Video Tutorials
5.2.1 Version 1.2.8 New Features Tutorial

5.2.2 Version 1.2.7 New Features Tutorial

5.2.3 Version 1.2.5 New Features Tutorial

5.2.4 Version 1.2.4 New Features Tutorial

5.2.5 Version 1.2 New Features Tutorial

5.2. Video Tutorials
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5.2.6 Version 1.1 New Features Tutorial

5.2.7 Version 1.0 Full Tutorial

5.3 Installation, Shelf, Hotkeys and Updates
5.3.1 Installation Steps
Warning: Only Windows version is fully supported. Mac version is currently in beta test and may have some
bugs. Linux was not tested and currently not supported. Maya LT was not tested and currently not supported.

Warning: Please use the latest patches if possible. For example: Maya 2018.1 has issues that were fixed in the
latest 2018.6 and are essential for GS CurveTools functionality. Thank you!
1. Unpack and copy gs_curvetools folder to:
• Windows: Documents/Maya/{Maya_Version}/scripts/
• Mac: {Your_Mac_Name}/Users/{User_Name}/Library/Preferences/Autodesk/maya/{Maya_Version}/scripts/

Fig. 1: Windows Folder Structure Example
2. Run Maya
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Fig. 2: Mac Folder Structure Example
3. Copy and Paste this code to Python Command Field at the bottom (switch from MEL by clicking on it) or to
the script editor:
import gs_curvetools.init as ct_init;from imp import reload;reload(ct_
˓→init);ct_init.Init();

4. Run the code (Press Enter for the Command Field or press on triangle for script editor). Installation is complete.

5.3.2 Installation Video

5.3. Installation, Shelf, Hotkeys and Updates
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5.3.3 Main Menu, Resetting and Stopping
After Installation Steps GS tab will appear on Maya Shelf.

CT UI button will open/close GS CurveTools User Interface.

CT Reset will reset GS CurveTools to its default state.
CT Del will close GS CurveTools UI and stop any background scripts.
Note: You can use middle mouse drag to drag these buttons to any tab on the shelf.

5.3.4 Hotkeys
After you Initialize the plug-in you can find all the hotkeys in:
Hotkey Editor -> Custom Scripts -> GS -> GS_CurveTools

5.3.5 Updating the Plug-in
To update the plug-in to a new version just delete the old gs_curvetools folder and repeat the Installation Steps.

5.3.6 Troubleshooting
Installation issues on Windows:
Most of the problems with the installation happen when the user copies the gs_curvetools folder to the wrong folder.
Use only the version specific scripts folder, and NOT the shared scripts folder.
For example - correct folder for me:
C:\Users\George\Documents\maya\2022\scripts
Incorrect folder:
C:\Users\George\Documents\maya\scripts
P.S. If you are using OneDrive, your documents folder might be in the OneDrive folder.
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5.4 First Steps
5.4.1 Intro
GS CurveTools main function is to create and manipulate geometry that is bound to a curve.
This is useful in many ways. You can create hair cards for games. Belts and straps for characters. Tubes, pipes and
cables for environments and much more.
GS CurveTools also allows for an advanced geometry manipulation, for example complex braided cables, hair braids,
clusters of hair cards all controlled by a single curve in a natural way.
In this chapter we will go through the main concepts of the plug-in.
Note: If you want in-depth functionality explanation, please select appropriate chapter from the Table of Contents on
the left.

5.4.2 Basic Workflow Example

Start by creating a simple curve card with Add Card button. Now try modifying the curve that was created.

5.4. First Steps
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You can switch to “Control Vertex” editing mode by selecting “Select by Component Type” in the Maya Menu or by
pressing F8.

You can also access Marking Menu of the curve by holding RMB. There you can switch between control vertex and
object selection modes.
Now open Curve Control Window by pressing the button with the same name.
Here you will find all the main controls for the curve.
Now select your curve and click Duplicate button. You now have two curves with the same attributes, UVs and
material.
Note: To read about UVs setup, please read the appropriate section in the Table of Contents (Textures and UVs, UV
Editor)
By default, Layer 0 is selected and all new curves will go there. You can switch between layers by simply clicking on
them. All the new curves (except for duplicated ones) will go into selected layers. Duplicated curves will inherit the
layer of the original selected curve.

5.4.3 Main Menu
Main Menu is a simple window that can be docked to any place within Maya main window
Main Menu is split into 5 logical sections:

1. On the top of the menu is Options, Help and About drop down menus:
a. Options menu holds various tweaks that you can use to alter functionality of the plug-in
b. Help menu holds main links to documentation as well as contacts and social media links of the
author
c. About menu holds information about the version of the plug-in and licensing details
2. In the Creation Section you will find all the commands that create new cards or tubes, modify existing curves,
add cards between other cards, convert edges of poly objects to curves and advanced geometry and curves
binding function - Warp.
a. Switch buttons “Warp and Extrude” will switch between two curve creation modes. Extrude
is the basic geometry creation that existed before v1.1 and Warp is the new, advanced, algorithm
that adds a lot of new controls to created curves.
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b. New Card or New Tube will create a default card or tube in the center of the world.
c. Curve Card or Curve Tube will convert any Maya curve to fully functional Curve Card or Tube
d. Bind and Unbind buttons allow for advanced binding of geometry and curves to other curves.
More details in the Bind section.
e. Add Cards and Add Tubes will create new Cards or Tubes between selected Curve Cards or
Curve Tubes. The number of created curves is controlled by Add slider
f. Edge to Curve will convert any selected edge groups to CV curves.
g. Subdivide will replace any selected card with multiple duplicates based on the Add slider.

3. Layer Section consists of four filters, 20, 30 or 40 curve layers and geometry extraction buttons:
a. Filters allow you to quickly show/hide all curve cards, show only curves, show only geometry
and enable geometry colorization mode.
b. 20 layers switch buttons allow for advanced and intuitive organization of curve cards. New
curves are placed in the selected layer. Using Marking Menu (Hold RMB) you can transfer
curves between layers, hide individual layers, change selectability of geometry and more.
c. Extract Selected will extract geometry from selected curves. Extract All will extract geometry
from all layers. Holding Shift during extraction will result in separated cards, instead of one
combined mesh.

4. Selection and Transfer Section adds additional useful functions to control Curve Cards/Tubes attributes and
grouping.
a. Select Curve, Select Geo, Select Group will select the appropriate Curve Card component.
b. Group Curves button and field allows for quick grouping of selected curves in the Outliner.
5.4. First Steps
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c. Select CVs Slider will quickly select CVs based on the slider position. Select curves and drag
the slider.
d. Transfer Attr and Transfer UVs button will transfer appropriate attributes (settings) from one
selected curve to all other curves in selection list.
e. Reset Pivot will reset the manipulator pivot to the first CV of the curve.

5. Utility Section holds advanced functions that change the curve density, length, smoothness and more:
a. Rebuild Curve Slider will interactively rebuild selected curves (change the number of CVs).
b. Duplicate button is probably the most important function for quick duplication of already existing Curve
Cards and Tubes. Simply select any number of curves and click duplicate.
c. Extend and Reduce will lengthen or shorten the selected curves based on the Factor Slider.
d. Smooth will Smooth selected curves or selected CVs based on the Factor slider.
e. Curve Control and Apply buttons create a deformer curve that can deform selected curves. So apply the
deformer, simply select it and click Apply.
f. Curve Control Window Will open a separate menu that holds sliders and graphs that control curve attributes and UVs.
g. UV Editor Window will open the UV Editor
Note: You might notice a small triangle on the bottom left of some icons. This triangle indicates that there is an
alternative algorithm available for this function. To activate it, just Hold Shift before clicking the button.

5.4.4 Curve Control Window
Curve Control Window holds all the sliders and checkboxes that control the attributes of any selected curves. Window
is dockable to any part of Maya UI. It is multi-selection capable and have 4 main sections:
1. At the top there are controls for Curve Layer, Geometry Color in Colorization mode, Curve Name and Curve
Thickness.
2. Main Attributes Section holds all the main sliders and graphs for curve control.
3. UV’s Section holds sliders for procedural UVs editing.
4. Solidify Section holds sliders and checkbox to enable solidify (extrusion) of selected curves
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Reset Sliders Range will reset sliders minimum and maximum values to preset default values.
Note: You can always extend the range of the sliders by manually typing values into a value field.

5.4.5 Structure of the Curve Card/Tube Object

Curve Cards and Tubes are complex objects and thus they consist of multiple simple objects grouped together.
curveCard is the main group that holds all the elements of the Curve Cards and Tubes. This top level group can be
moved, grouped and renamed.
The main object that you will interact with is pathCurve object. It is the only viewport selectable object by default.
It is a control curve that deform the geometry based on its shape. This curve holds all the attributes and has no
construction history which allows you to use default Maya Deformers, curve functions and other curve related options
from Maya without loosing the functionality of the Curve Card group. pathCurve should not be renamed or moved
outside the main group.
instances sub-group is a construction group and should be ignored by the user. It holds only functional elements that
should not be moved to other groups or renamed.
geoCard is the actual geometry that is controlled by the pathCurve. The only way to interact with it is to enable
“Geometry Edit” in the layer.
Warning: You should not remove or rename any objects inside the main group. If you want to organize your
scene - use layers or/and rename and group the main group itself but not its contents.

Note: Warp function will sometimes create additional sub-group called origCurves that should not be moved or
renamed by the user.
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5.5 Curve Attributes
5.5.1 Intro
Curve Cards and Tubes created by GS CurveTools plug-in have a lot of attributes (or settings) that are unique for each
individual curve. These attributes allow you to control how geometry is deformed (twisted, oriented or profiled), how
textures are displayed (UV attributes) and geometry thickness (solidify).
All of the attributes can be found in Curve Control Window or directly in the Channel Box when pathCurve is
selected.
There are 3 main types of attributes:
• Sliders with number fields - most common type of attribute. Drag the slider to change.
• Checkboxes - these will either activate some function or switch between two states.
• Graphs - graphs provide with advanced control over some attributes of the curve.
Some attributes are common for all types of curves. Others can only be found on, for example, Tubes or Warp Cards,
etc.
Warp function has its own set of attributes because of the unique way it binds geometry.

5.5.2 Main Attributes

• Axis Control - Only for Custom Warp geometry. This menu will control the axis at which the geometry is
bound the the curve. By default it is set on Auto and generally it works just fine. If you notice that geometry is
bound to the curve in a wrong direction, try changing this attribute.

• Edit Original Curves (Edit Orig. Curves) - Only for Custom Warp geometry. This button allows to edit original
curves when you are using Warp Function on an already existing curves. Clicking on this button will go “one
step backwards” on in the Custom Warp group. Clicking on this button again will return the curves back to their
bound state. Refer to Warp Function documentation for further details.

• Length Division (L-Div) - changes length division of the geometry.

5.5. Curve Attributes
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• Width Division (W-Div) - changes width division of the geometry.

• Orientation (Orien) - changes the orientation of the geometry. Rotates the geometry around the curve.

• Twist - twists the geometry around the curve

• Twist Curve Graph - Only for Warp geometry. Allows for precise control of the twisting along the curve. You
can add or remove additional control points if needed.
– M: field will change the Magnitude of the twisting. Essentially it increases or decreases the effect of the
Twist Curve Graph.
– Reset Curve will reset the graph to its default state.
– ^ button will open a pop-out Twist Curve Graph that can be resized by user.

• Width - uniformly changes width of the geometry along the curve
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• WidthX and WidthZ - Only for Tubes. Individually changes width along X and Z axis of the tube. You can
also lock these two sliders together to change the width uniformly.

• Width Curve Graph - Only for Warp geometry. Allows for precise control over the width of the geometry
along the curve.
– In case of width, Magnitude can be controlled by normal Width Slider
– Reset Curve will reset the graph to its default state.
– ^ button will open a pop-out Twist Curve Graph that can be resized by user.

5.5. Curve Attributes
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• Taper - Adds positive or negative tapering to the geometry.

• Profile - Adds positive or negative profile to the geometry.

Profile Graph - Controls the profile strength along the length of the curve.
• Number input field (1.00) controls the magnitude of the Profile Curve Graph effect
• Smoothing will control the smoothness of the profile curve graph effect
• Auto and Manual will enable/disable automatic equalization of the curve.
• ^ button will open a pop-out Profile Curve Graph that can be resized by user.

5.5. Curve Attributes
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• Refine - Adds additional “virtual” CVs to a curve to achieve additional precision in geometry deformation. Real
CVs stay the same. If you see that geometry is not exactly on the curve (this can sometimes happen on long
curves), just increase Refine value.
Note: High Refine values (over 150) can have negative impact on the responsiveness of the curve.

• Smooth - This attribute (do no confuse it with Smooth Function in the Main Menu) will interactively smooth
pinched or highly deformed parts of the curve.

• Normals and Reverse Normals - Only for Tubes. Slider will smoothen or harden normals on the surface of the
curve based on selected angle. Checkbox will flip normals direction.

• Length Unlock and Length - Only for Warp geometry. This checkbox and attribute slider will unlock the
stretching of the geometry and allow for manual stretching along the curve. By default geometry is fully
stretched along the curve.

• Offset - Only for Warp geometry. This slider will control the offset of the geometry along the curve. Geometry
will automatically follow straight line after it leaves the curve it is attached to.
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• Sampling Accuracy - Only for Custom Warp geometry. This slider will increase or decrease the accuracy of
the deformation for custom warp geometry.
Note: For UV attributes, please visit uvs chapter.

5.5.3 Solidify Attributes

Solidify allows you to add thickness to the geometry. Thickness is added in a procedural way so that every other
function and attribute is still fully functional. Just tick the “Solidify” checkbox to proceed.

• Solidify Thickness will increase the thickness of the solidified geometry.
• Solidify Divisions will increase the number of divisions that new solidified geometry has.
• Scale X, Scale Y and Offset will change the profile of the solidified geometry. The main difference between
them is that offset works more uniformly.
• Solidify Normals (SNormals) will change the hardness of normals along the solidified edges.
Note: To use better precision than sliders can provide we can either stretch the Curve Control Window or use
combination of Ctrl + Left Mouse Button Drag on the Value Fields.

5.5.4 Transferring Attributes
You can easily copy (or transfer) attributes from one curve to any number of other curves. For that, just use the
provided “Transfer Attr.” button. It will show you the [Source] curve when you click on it. Attributes are transferred
from the [Source] curve to all other curves.
Transfer attributes works in two directions:
• By default, it will transfer From First Selected Curve -> To All Other Curves.

• Using Shift modifier, you can reverse the direction of the transfer. It will now transfer From Last Selected
Curve -> To All Other Curves.

5.5. Curve Attributes
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Note: Transfer Attr. command is multi selection compatible, so you can transfer Attributes from one curve to any
number of other curves in one click.

5.6 UV Unwrapping and Editing
5.6.1 Applying Texture to Geometry
Applying texture to the geometry generated by GS CurveTools plug-in is easy. You can use any of these methods:
• The simplest one is to select the curve in the Viewport, press “UP” arrow key on your keyboard, Hold Right
Mouse button on the viewport and then click on any of the regular “Assign Material” options.

• You can also select the geometry or the entire group in the Outliner.
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• Probably the slowest method is to enable Geometry Editing on the Layer, select the geometry and apply the
texture this way.

5.6.2 Why UV Attributes?
UV Attributes were created to procedurally change the UVs of the geometry in a way that supports further modification using, for example, width and hight divisions attributes.
Important: With the release of Version 1.2 there is now a dedicated UV Editor that allows to set the UVs without
ever touching the UV attribute sliders. Check UV Editor section.
If you try to set the UVs using Maya UV Editor, it will work but only until you try to change the width and height
divisions of the geometry.
Here is an example of broken UVs, when using regular Maya UV workflow and trying to change length division
attribute ->

To avoid this issue, it is best to use provided UV attributes to Move, Scale and Rotate the UV

The default UVs of the cards and tubes are just uniform UV map that fills the 0,1 space.
By changing the UV attributes you will change the shape of this default UV map.

5.6. UV Unwrapping and Editing
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5.6.3 UV Attributes List
• Select for UV edit button will highlight the UV map of the selected curve so it is visible in Maya UV editor. This
button is optional, you can always set your UVs directly from Viewport, skipping the UV Editor completely.

• H-Flip UV - allows for horizontal flip of the selected UV.

• MoveU and MoveV attributes will move the UV map left, right, up and down in the UV space

• ScaleU and ScaleV will scale the UV map. ScaleU will scale the map from sides to center, and ScaleV will
scale from top to bottom. ScaleV behaves so unusually because it is much easier to control the map this way.
You don’t need to scale and then move each time if you are aiming for a specific hair texture in your map.

• Rotate UV (RotUV) will rotate the map around its center point.

5.6. UV Unwrapping and Editing
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• Rotate Root UV (deprecated in v1.2+) will rotate around the “root” part of the UV map.

• Rotate Tip UV (deprecated in v1.2+) will rotate the “tip” part of the UV map.

5.6.4 Workflow Examples
Important: With the release of Version 1.2 there is now a dedicated UV Editor that allows to set the UVs without
ever touching the UV attribute sliders. Check UV Editor section.
Let’s imagine we have a texture map (we are using alpha map for better visibility) with hair strands rendered in a
vertical orientation. Some of them are long and go from top to bottom of the map. Some of them are short and even
stacked on top of each other. So how do we approach this? There are two main ways:

Workflow 1 (recommended) - You can easily set up your UVs right in the viewport. Just remember how the map
changes when you change the attributes and you are set.
Note: Hair Card is scaled to almost square shape in this example to provide better visibility.
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• First, let’s move the UV map using our curve as “aim”. “Select” the appropriate hair strand using MoveU like
this:

• After that let’s scale our map using ScaleU until the strand fills the entire card:

5.6. UV Unwrapping and Editing
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• In this example, map is upside down. Let’s rotate the UVs 180 deg, to flip it back to normal:

• As you can see, map does not fill the entirety of the hair card. This is wasted texture space. Let’s fix this by
combining MoveU and ScaleV attributes:

Note: To use better precision than sliders can provide we can either stretch the Curve Control Window or use
combination of Ctrl + Left Mouse Button Drag on the Value Fields.

And here we go. Now we just need to add alpha back to the texture and scale the curve back to its original size.
As you can see, Viewport method is extremely simple and intuitive. You only need to do this once per each hair strand
in the texture map, and then you can just use “TransferUVs” button to copy UV attributes to other curves.
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Workflow 2 (Maya UV Editor) - You can use normal Maya UV editor as a reference. This method allows for
better visibility of the actual changes of the UV map when you change the UV attributes. It is slower though, and I
recommend you to get used to the first workflow.
• Let’s select our curve and open Maya UV Editor.
• Now you will notice that UV editor is empty. That’s because we only selected our curve, not the actual geometry.
To fix this, in the UV section of Curve Control Window click on the “Select for UV edit” button.

• Now it is only a matter of changing the attributes to the desired values:

As you can see, although this method is fast and easy, it lacks the precision you get when viewing your texture in the
viewport

5.6.5 Transferring UVs

You can easily copy (or transfer) UVs from one curve to any number of other curves. For that, just use the provided
“Transfer UVs.” button. It will show you the [Source] curve when you click on it. UVs are transferred from the
[Source] curve to all other curves.
Transfer UVs work in two directions:
• By default, it will transfer From First Selected Curve -> To All Other Curves.

5.6. UV Unwrapping and Editing
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• Using Shift modifier, you can reverse the direction of the transfer. It will now transfer From Last Selected
Curve -> To All Other Curves.

Note: Transfer UVs command is multi selection compatible, so you can transfer UVs from one curve to any number
of other curves in one click.

5.6.6 Transferring UVs for Bound Cards

Transferring attributes for Bound Cards is a bit different. You want to select the source curve first and then the entire
Bound Group (or multiple groups). After that just click on Transfer UVs and you are done. You can reverse this by
holding Shift (UVs will be transferred from the last selection to all other).
This will only work on UV attributes, but not on normal attributes. Normal attributes will be transferred to the warp
group and each individual card and it will create a mess.

5.7 UV Editor
5.7.1 New UV Editor
Changing UVs in GS CurveTools was always a challenge, because of the procedural limitation of UV attributes. Using
slides was always a temporary solution to a problem, and not an elegant one.
Fortunately, with the release of v1.2 user now have access to a fully functional UV editor that is compatible with
current and previous UV Attributes.
This UV Editor allows to control UV attributes using intuitive user interface, and also adds multiple useful functions.
All the functions have dedicated Hotkey that is separate from Maya hotkeys (in parenthesis). Hotkey will work only
if the editor window is in focus (blue outline around the viewport)
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UV editor consists of a Viewport on the right, and function buttons on the left, along with the UV list.
UV editor will update every time you select a new curve in Maya Viewport. Incompatible curves will not show any
UV rectangles or textures.
The UVs will dynamically update in the Maya Viewport when you edit them in the UV Editor

Small rectangle at the base of the UV rectangle indicates the root of this UV and its orientation in space.

5.7.2 Material Setup
In order for the UV Editor to work correctly a correct material should be used for the cards.
Lambert with PNG, JPG/JPEG or TIF/TIFF (LZW or No Compression) texture file is recommended. TGA (24bit and
no RLE) is also supported.

5.7. UV Editor
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Simply connect Out Color of Diffuse File to Color of the Lambert and Out Transparency to Transparency.
Out Transparency can either be from separate file or from the same file if supported by the format.
Final Material:

Material setup process:
1. Select newly created curve(s).
2. Click on Select Geo.
3. Holding right mouse button in the viewport select Assign New Material -> Lambert.
4. In Attribute Editor Click on checker button

near the Color Slider -> File (Fig 1).

5. Under the Image Name field click on a folder icon and select your Diffuse(color) texture (Fig 2).
6. If you have separate Alpha, return back to the lambert node by clicking on the box with the right arrow with
Right Mouse Button and selecting the lambert.color. (Fig 2)
7. Repeat steps 4, 5 for the Alpha if you have separate Alpha file.
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Fig 1: Lambert color and transparency sliders

Fig 2: File and how to get back to lambert
Video of the setup:

5.7.3 Select, Move, Rotate, Scale and Draw

Selection
In order to select UV rectangle for edit, simply switch to Select mode (Q) and click or marquee select any number of
UVs.

Move

5.7. UV Editor
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In order to move selected UVs, change to Move mode (W) and click and drag with LMB on the UV rectangles.

Rotate

In order to rotate selected UVs, change to Rotate mode (E) and click and drag with LMB to rotate the UVs.
UV rotation pivot is in the same location as the original UV Rotation Attribute pivot.

Scale

In order to Scale selected UVs, change to Scale mode (R) and click and drag with LMB to scale the UVs.
There are two modes for scale - H and V. H will scale UV rectangle horizontally, and V will scale vertically.
You can switch between these modes by clicking on the H or V switch button or by pressing R button on your keyboard
multiple times.

Draw

Draw mode (D) allows for quick reposition of the UVs using simple drawing gestures. If will change any number of
selected UV rectangles to match the shape that was drawn by the user.
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Draw will rotate the UVs to the default rotation angle.
Draw allows for quick initial positioning of the UV rectangles.

5.7.4 Utility Functions

H-Flip UV
This function mirrors the H-Flip UV button in the Curve Control Window.
It will flip the UV rectangle horizontally.
All horizontally flipped UVs are indicated by the small blue dot at the root of the UV rectangle.

V-Flip UV
This function will vertically flip the selected UV rectangle allowing for a quick rotation and repositioning.
Position, Rotation and Scale does not matter when using this function.

5.7. UV Editor
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Reset UVs
This function will reset the UV rectangle to its initial default position and rotation.

Focus View
This function will simply focus the viewport on currently selected UVs or reset it to the default position if nothing is
selected.

5.7.5 UV List
This list holds the information on the selected UVs - their names and visibility.
Selected UVs in this list will be visible and editable in the UV Editor viewport
Deselected UVs will be hidden from viewport.
Isolate Select will show only selected UVs in the Editor Viewport and hide everything else.
Show All will show all the available UVs in the Editor Viewport.

5.7.6 Bound Cards UV Editing
You can easily edit the UVs of the bound card using this UV editor.
Multiple nested bound cards (when you create a bound group from other bound groups) will be represented as flat list
under the main card.
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You can easily isolate select or do any other functions with these nested cards and the result will be visible in Maya
Viewport immediately.

5.7.7 Options Menu
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In the options menu user can change the texture and viewport visual appearance.

Transform - this toggle will enable/disable texture map transformations based on the place2dTexture node parameters:
Coverage and Translate Frame.
Warning: Offset parameter is NOT supported. Both diffuse and alpha map should have the same Coverage and
Translate Frame parameter or use the same place2dTexture node for this to work.

Alpha - this toggle will enable/disable the use of Alpha map that is connected to the Transparency plug of the material
(from separate files or the same file).
Important: It is recommended for the Diffuse and Alpha map to have the same resolution and aspect ratio.

Color Controls - Using three color pickers you can change uv editor viewport background (1), grid (2) and frame(3)
colors.
The colors set here will be saved and used in every project.
To reset the colors, reset the plug-in to default using CT Reset icon on the shelf.

5.7. UV Editor
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5.8 Curve Cards and Curve Tubes
5.8.1 Intro
In this chapter we will discuss all the types of cards and tubes, difference between them and additional commands
available for each type.

GS CurveTools has 4 main types of curves split into two categories: Extrude and Warp. You can easily switch
between categories using Extrude and Warp radio button (switch) on the top of the menu.
Extrude will create groups in the outliner called curveCard or curveTube and Warp mode will create warpCard or
warpTube groups.
You can rename this group or even group it with other groups, but do not rename or move anything inside those groups.
Extrude and Warp use completely different algorithms, and in general, Warp is more advanced version of Extrude.
The main reason why Extrude was left as an option is because it has slightly better performance than Warp mode.
Warp mode, on the other hand, has the ability to precisely control the twist and scale along the length of the curve, as
well as detaching the length of the geometry from the length of the curve etc.
Note: For relatively powerful PC there should be almost no difference, but if you are experiencing performance issues
it is better to use Extrude mode. Both Extrude and Warp modes are fully compatible with all the functions of the
GS CurveTools plug-in.

5.8.2 Extrude Mode

New Card and New Tube buttons will create a default Curve Card or Curve Tube in the center of the world with the
scale defined by the “Scale Factor” in the options menu (more on that in the Options Chapter). This simplest command
is the best way to start off your project. Curves are placed in the selected layer (Layer 0 by default)

5.8. Curve Cards and Curve Tubes
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Curve Card and Curve Tube will convert any number of selected normal curves to Curve Cards and Curve Tubes.
Instanced curves will be automatically converted to normal curves. Original curve position will stay the same. Curves
are placed in the selected layer (Layer 0 by default)

Add Cards and Add Tubes is a very important command that will essentially add cards/tubes in-between selected
cards/tubes. Curves are placed in the selected layer (Layer 0 by default)
The attributes of those selected curves will be smoothly blended between new added curves to provide more natural
feel to the transition.
Holding Shift button while clicking Add Cards/Tubes buttons will disable blending of attributes between curve pairs.
Instead, attributes will be copied from the first selected curve in the curve pair.
The number of crated curves is defined by the Add slider. The number of the slider indicates how many curves will be
created between each pair of selected curves.
Selection order is extremely important here because it defines the direction of added curves. The algorithm adds
curves from the first selected curve, to the next in the selection order. So First -> Second -> Third and so on.
Here is an example of two different selection orders:

5.8.3 Warp Mode
Warp Mode mirrors the Extrude functionality but creates Warp Cards and Tubes instead. These advanced curves
have additional options:
Twist Curve Graph:
Twist at any point along the curve using Twist Curve graph in the Curve Control Window.
The graph can be reset to default using Reset Curve button.
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M: field controls the Magnitude of the Curve Twist Graph. Changing this value will increase or decrease the effect
that Twist Curve Graph has on the twisting of the curve.

Width Curve Graph:
Using this graph you can scale the curve width at any point along the curve.
The graph can be reset to default using Reset Curve button.

Both graphs can be detached from the Curve Control Window into their own windows using “^” button so you can
scale and position them as you see fit. If you need better resolution, just detach the graph and scale it.

Both graphs support adding and removing additional points to further enhance the control over the curve.

5.8. Curve Cards and Curve Tubes
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Length Unlock will unlock the stretching of the geometry and allow for precise control over the length of the geometry.

5.8.4 Using Maya Deformers
You can use Maya Deformers on any number of selected curves without any issues.
If you want to apply the deformer, simply select curves and the deformer and Delete By Type -> History (Alt + Shift
+ D). Original curves will stay fully functional.
Supported and tested deformers are:
• Lattice
• Bend
• Flare
• Sine
• Squash
• Twist
• Wave
Other deformers might work just fine as well

Warning: When deleting history it is very important to only use Delete By Type and NOT Delete All. Delete
All will break all curves in the scene.
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5.9 Bind/Unbind Function
5.9.1 Intro
Bind button allows for an entire new level of customization of your curves as it allows to bind any selected geometry
to a curve AND it also supports binding Curve Cards and Curve Tubes to a single curve, keeping the original geometry
shape intact.
Bind button will create a group in the outliner, called bindGroup or bindGeo. Just like with any other group in GS
CurveTools, you can rename it to anything you like or group it with other groups, but do not rename or move anything
inside this group.
Unbind will unbind any bound curves. If you bound already bound groups (nested binding) it will unbind only the
top “layer” of bound cards.

5.9.2 Binding Geometry to a Curve
Bind function can attach any selected geometry (as long as it’s one mesh) to any selected curve. It will automatically
detect if there is a geometry selection and choose the first selected curve as its target.
After you attach the selected geometry, a new group will be created in the Outliner - bindGeo. This group is fully
compatible with the layers system and can be duplicated using “Duplicate” button.
Original geometry should be roughly aligned to any of the three main axis of the world: X,Y,Z. Any deviation from
major axis will result in deformation.

If geometry is aligned but was bound in the wrong axis, you can use “Axis Control” in the Curve Control Window to
manually select desired axis. This misalignment can happen if original geometry shape is scaled in a way that makes
it wider than its length/height.

5.9.3 Binding Curve Cards/Tubes to a Curve
You can now bind any number and arrangement of Curve Cards/Tubes to one curve for ease of control.
All the attributes and UVs of the original curves will stay the same.
Original geometry will keep its shape, so if you created a hair braid and then want to position it on your model, you
can do that with Bind.

5.9. Bind/Unbind Function
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Binding Curves to a Curve will create a new group called “bindGroup” and place it in the selected Layer in the layers
menu.
You can use Axis Control in the Curve Control Window to change the axis manually or to Flip the direction of bound
geometry.
You can switch back to the original curves and modify them at any moment using “Edit Orig. Curves” button in
the Curve Control Window. Any changes you make to the original curves will propagate back to its bound copy.
You can also freely change any attribute of the original curve or change the UVs, and changes will propagate to the
bound copy.

5.9.4 Unbind
You can easily unbind already bound cards and tubes by simply selecting the bindGroup curve and clicking on Unbind.
You will get the original cards/tubes as well as the original curve.
If you have Keep Curve Attributes option selected in the Options menu, you can then easily edit and Bind these
unbound objects back to the original curve and keep the original orientation, twist etc.

5.9.5 Using Maya Deformers on Bind Group
You can also use Maya Non-Linear Deformers and Lattice on the original curves. You can then either keep them or
simply select original curves and Delete by Type -> History (Alt + Shift + D)
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5.9.6 Mass Bind
You can also bind to an unlimited number of “empty” curves using Bind to All Available Curves option in the
options menu. This option will also duplicate the original clump before binding (regardless of the Duplicate Before
Bind option).

5.9.7 Bind and UV Attributes Transfer
Transferring attributes for Bind Groups is a bit different. You want to select the source curve first and then the entire
Bind Group (or multiple groups). After that just click on Transfer UVs and you are done. You can reverse this by
holding Shift (UVs will be transferred from the last selection to all other).
This will only work on UV attributes, but not on normal attributes. Normal attributes will be transferred to the Bind
group and each individual card and it will create a mess.

5.9.8 Additional Options
User can also enable Duplicate Before Bind option in the options menu to automatically duplicate curves before
applying Bind operation. This will create a copy of the curves and leave the original unbound curves behind.

5.10 Layers
5.10.1 Intro
Layers is a powerful and intuitive organization system within GS CurveTools. It has a lot of options to group together,
change visibility and editability of curves generated by the plug-in.
There are four Filters and 20, 30 or 40 Layers available for the user, as well as dedicated buttons to quickly extract
and combine geometry from all Layers.

5.10.2 Filters
There are four Filters available:
• Filter All (or Show/Hide All) - this filter will show all the hidden Curves and Geometry in all the layers. By
pressing Shift and clicking on All button you will instead Hide all the Curves and Geometry.

5.10. Layers
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• Filter Curves - this filter will show only Curves and hide the Geometry in all the Layers. Also has Marking
Menu (Hold RMB) that allows for the toggle of “Always on Top” visibility mode.
• Filter Geo - this filter will show only Geometry and hide all the Curves in all the Layers.
• Color - this filter will activate a special Colorize Mode. In this mode all the Geometry will be colored based
on the Layer color. More info is in the Colors and Layer Names section.

5.10.3 Menu Controls
Layers are exclusive to each other. Single curve can not be in the two Layers at the same time.
You can Highlight Layers by simply clicking on them. All the new Curves (except for Duplicated ones) will be
automatically assigned to the highlighted Layer.
You can Hide/Unhide layers by holding Alt button and clicking on the layer with LMB.
You can Select Curves from a specific layer by holding Ctrl and clicking on not highlighted Layer. To select curves
from a highlighted Layer use Marking Menu.

You can Select curves from Multiple Layers by holding Shift button and clicking on multiple Layers.
You can Isolate Select curves from Specific Layers by holding Shift+Alt button and clicking on multiple Layers.
Only the layer clicked will be shown and others will be hidden.

You can easily Move Layers by simply clicking and dragging with Middle Mouse Button on the Layer, and then
releasing the button over another Empty Layer.
If you want to Merge Layers, simply click and drag with Middle Mouse Button and release it over another Filled
Layer.
Toggling per-layer “Always on Top” rendering mode: Hold Ctrl+Alt and Click on layer to toggle. Or toggle it
globally by using a hotkey or “Curve” filter button marking menu.
Note: Layers are utilizing native Maya display layer system. User should not delete or rename any layers created
in the Display Layer menu in the Channel Box. Deleting or renaming generated Layers will result in unexpected
behavior of the Layer System.
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5.10.4 Color Coordination
Each Layer is color coordinated depending on their visibility or editability. Here are all the colors:

• Default “Empty” color indicates that the layer has no curves assigned to it.

• “Filled” Layer color indicates that there is at least one curve assigned to this Layer, this layer geometry is NOT
editable (not selectable in the viewport) and both Geometry and Curve is visible.

• “Editable” Layer color indicates that there is at least one curve assigned to this layer and its geometry is
currently selectable and editable in the viewport.
• “Only Geometry Visible” Layer color indicates that there is at least one curve assigned to this layer, the curves
are hidden and only geometry is currently visible.
• “Only Curves Visible” Layer color indicates that there is at least one curve assigned to this layer, the geometry
is hidden and only curves are currently visible.
• “Hidden” Layer color indicates that there is at least one curve assigned to this layer and both geometry and
curves are hidden in the viewport.
• “Colorized Mode” - this special mode is activated by the “Color” filter button and each layer has its own distinct
color assigned, mirroring the colors of the geometry in the viewport.

5.10.5 Marking Menu
Each Layer has its own Marking Menu that holds many useful functions. You can access this menu by clicking and
holding Right Mouse Button on any Layer.
• Add Selection to Layer will add any number of selected curves to this Layer. Since Layers are exclusive, curves
will be automatically removed from other Layers.
• Toggle Layer Visibility will toggle the visibility of the layer. If the layer is hidden it will show everything in
this layer and vice versa.
• Toggle Curve Visibility will show/hide curves in this layer.
• Toggle Geo Visibility will show/hide geometry in this layer.
• Select Curves and Select Geometry will select the curves or geometry in the layer.
• Extract Geometry will extract all the geometry from the selected layer into its separate group and then hide the
original geometry and curves. You can then edit or export the extracted geometry. Original curves and geometry
are still there, you just need to Toggle Layer Visibility to see and edit them.
• Toggle Geometry Edit will enable selectability of the geometry in this layer and allow user to poly edit the
geometry.
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Note: Editing geometry is usually safe but drastic changes of vert order can have unexpected results. Edited geometry
looses the ability to change its Length and Width Divisions using Length and Width Divisions attributes.

5.10.6 Extract Buttons
You can quickly extract geometry from selected curves or extract the geometry from ALL curves by using special
Extract Buttons.
Extract Selected will Extract all the geometry from any number of selected curves.
It will not hide the original curves or affect them in any other way.
By default, extracted geometry will be merged into one mesh. You can skip this step by holding Shift button when
clicking on the Extract Selected button. If you choose not to merge geometry, each individual curve will generate
separate mesh. This is useful if you want to manually poly edit your geometry before exporting.
Extract All button will extract all the geometry from all the layers (except the last “J” layer).
Extract All will also Hide the original Layers so you can focus on the extracted geometry. All the original curves and
geometry are still there, just hidden. You can reveal them all by using Filters or manually by Toggle Layer Visibility
function in the Layer Marking Menu.
By default, extracted geometry will be merged into one mesh. You can skip this step by holding Shift button when
clicking on the Extract All button. If you choose not to merge geometry, each individual Layer will generate separate
group, and in this group there will be separate geometry meshes, one for each original curve. This is useful if you
want to manually poly edit your geometry before exporting.
Note: Extracted geometry is not connected to the original curves and geometry in any way. You can freely edit it as
much as you want. If you edit the original curves, edits will NOT propagate to already extracted geometry.

5.11 Colors and Layer Names
5.11.1 Color Mode
Color - this filter will activate a special Colorize Mode. In this mode all the Geometry will be colored based on the
Layer color.

5.11. Colors and Layer Names
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Layer color is assigned randomly at first, but you can always manually change it using Curve Control Window and
clicking the color box at the top of the window or by opening color control window (Hold RMB on Color button).
Color is Layer based. Clicking on this button again will restore the original materials of the Geometry. There are two
options available for the color mode:
• Color and UVs - this default mode will colorize the geometry and also show UV checker map. This is useful
to quickly check your UVs and which Curve is assigned to which Layer.
• Color Only - this mode can be activated in the Options menu and it will only show colors for each individual
Layer. This mode is useful if you want to quickly check which Curve is assigned to which Layer. Open the
options menu and uncheck the Checker Pattern for Color mode
Note: By default, last Layer (J) is not affected by Filters. You can use this last layer to store all your construction/template curves and then show/hide them manually as needed. This functionality can be changed in the Options
menu.

5.11.2 Color Marking Menu
By holding RMB on Colors Filter you will open the marking menu.
• Randomize Colors will randomize Layer colors when clicked. The default values for randomization is Saturation
range from 0.5 to 1.0, Hue 0.0 to 1.0 and Value from 0.3 to 0.7
• Apply Curve Colors will sync the curve color in each layer to the color of that layer.
• Reset Curve Colors will reset the colors of the curves to their default Maya color.
• Custom Colors Window will open a window where the user can customize Layers color, save a preset and
generate new colors.

5.11.3 Layers Customization Window
Layers Customization Window holds all the controls for the color and name management of the Layers.
Gradient section is used to generate a linear gradient from the two colors selected and the amount of rows to generate
the gradient to.
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Randomize section will randomize the colors in every layer based on saturation minimum and maximum values.
Value is fixed to a range of 0.3-0.7
0-39 Layer Color Pickers and Name Fields allow to set any custom color and name to every layer separately by
clicking on the color picker or typing in the field, randomizing this single layer color (Rand) or resetting the color and
name of the layer by clicking on Reset button.
Reset All button will reset all the layers to the default value.
Get From Layers will load the colors and names from the scene layers to the window fields and color pickers.
Set To Layers will apply the selected colors and names to the layers in the current scene.
Load Preset will load a global preset colors and names.
Save As Preset will save current colors and names to a global preset that can be then loaded to any scene.

5.11.4 Syncing Curve Color to Layer Color

You can synchronize the colors of the curve to the colors of the layers by clicking on the Apply Curve Colors button
in the Colors marking menu, or by selecting an option in the options menu:

5.11.5 Colorizing Regrouped Layers
You can choose to apply the colors to the Regrouped layers in the outliner (using Regroup By Layer button) automatically, based on the Layer color, by selecting the option “Colorize Regrouped Layers” in the options menu.
Regrouping the layers with this option enabled will colorize the groups in the outliner.

5.12 Quick Selection and Grouping
5.12.1 Select Components
Geometry and Curves generated by GS CurveTools plug-in are grouped together and only pathCurve component is
selectable in the Viewport by default. You can however switch between the components using Selection Functions.
• Select Curve will select Curve (pathCurve) component of the Curve Card or Tube group
• Select Geo will select geometry component of the Curve Card or Tube group
5.12. Quick Selection and Grouping
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• Select Group will select Group component of the Curve Card or Tube group
Components Selection commands are multi-selection capable, so it will work on any number of selections.

5.12.2 Group Curves in the Outliner
It is recommended to use Layers to organize your curves. However, you can also quickly group selected curves (and
their components) in the Maya Outliner using Group Curves Function.
Group Curves will group all the selected curves (and their components) in the Outliner and name the Group based on
the Group Name input field. If Input Filed is empty, group will have the default name (crvGrp).

5.12.3 Regroup by Layer
Regroup by Layer function will take all the curves and group them in the outliner based on their Layer number and
the name in the Group Name Field.
Optionally, it will apply layer color to the created groups, if the option Colorize Regrouped Layers was enabled in
the option menu.
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5.12.4 Select CVs Slider

Select CVs Slider will interactively select CVs of any selected curves based on the position of the slider.
Select any number of curves in the Viewport and then drag the slider. Depending on the position of the slider, different
CVs will be selected.
Left of the slider is the Root of the curve and Right of the slider is the Tip of the curve.
You can also use Modifier buttons to change the behavior of the slider:

• Holding Shift will additively select CVs based on the slider position.

• Holding Alt button will Deselect any selected CVs based on the slider position.

• Holding Ctrl button will temporarily disable the slider and allow you to reposition it without changing the
selection on the curve.

5.12. Quick Selection and Grouping
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Note: Transfer Attr. and Transfer UVs buttons were already covered in the Curve Attributes and Textures and
UVs chapter.

5.12.5 Reset Pivot

Reset Pivot button will simply reset pivot point of any number of selected curves back to its original position at the
Root CVs of the curve.
Holding Shift Modifier will position the pivot point at the last CV of the curve (tip of the curve).
This command is extremely useful because if you move the first CV, or all CVs at the same time in component mode
(not the curve itself in the object mode) your pivot point will not follow the curve.

5.13 Importing and Exporting Curves

Exporting and Importing curves is a powerful organization tool added in v1.2 of CurveTools.
Using it, user can easily export one or multiple curve cards/tubes or bound cards to a new file, and then import it in
any other project.

5.13.1 Exporting Curves
To export curves simply select any number of curves in the viewport and click on “Export Curves” button in the
outliner.
All the export options will be applied automatically.
The only format compatible with the export function is Maya ASCII.
In the “Save File” dialog, enter the name of the file and click Save.
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5.13.2 Importing Curves
Importing Curves is a simple process. Just click on Options -> Import Curves and in the file dialog, find and load the
file you created before, using “Export Curves” functions.
Warning: Only files created by using “Export Curves” function are compatible with “Import Curves” function.
Any other file might have unexpected behavior.

5.14 Orient to Normals

When creating hair (especially the shorter variations), it can be tricky to place all the cards and orient them correctly
to the scalp. This manual process can take hours, and even days.
While Orient to Normal is not a “one button click” solution to making amazing looking hair style, it can definitely
improve your workflow and save some time.
Orient to Normals main function is to orient all the selected cards to the normal direction of the base mesh. What
that means, is that it will try to align all the selected cards so they are facing away from the mesh, just how they are
supposed to be.

5.14.1 Main Menu
Orient to Normal consists of a Menu that can be found in a Curve Control Window. This menu will be active when
either polygon mesh or nurbs curve is selected.
In this menu you can find a target mesh field as well as “Select Target” button.

5.14. Orient to Normals
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5.14.2 Selecting a Target Mesh
To select a mesh as a target you can simply type the name of the mesh in the field, or select the mesh in the viewport
(or outliner) and click on “Select Target”.

Now that you have your target polygon mesh selected, you can simply select all the curves you wish to orient and click
on “Orient”.

5.14.3 Options

You also have some options available for Orient to Normals function.
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• Refresh VP checkbox will Enable/Disable viewport updates during the orientation process. Disabling the updates can save some computation time and speed up the process, especially if you are orienting hundreds of
cards.
• Iterations control the maximum amount of iterations per card that is allowed to happen. Increasing the iteration
count can result in a more precise orientation, but with longer computation times. It is not recommended to
blindly crank up the iteration count as this can lead to very long computation times and the final result can be
marginally better.
• Min.Angle this slider controls the minimum angle tolerance that the Orient to Normals is targeting. The smaller
the angle, the closer the orientation will be to the “ideal” alignment with the mesh. Please note that very small
numbers can cause incorrect orientation calculation, depending on the position of the card. Recommended value
is 3-5 degrees.

5.14.4 Hotkey
Hotkey for Orient to Normals function is also available in the Hotkey Editor

5.15 Utility Functions
5.15.1 Intro

Utility Section expands the functionality of GS CurveTools plug-in and allows for fast rebuilding, duplication, smoothing, extending and reducing the curve.
It also holds Control Curve function and Curve Control Window button.

5.15.2 Rebuild Curve Slider

Rebuild Curve Slider is a fast way to change the density of curve CVs maintaining the original shape of the curve
and visualizing the process of rebuilding.
5.15. Utility Functions
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Rebuild Curve Slider works on any number of selected curves. It also works on regular curves, not only on GS
CurveTools generated ones.
Simply select any number of curves in the viewport and start dragging the slider. You will see the preview of the final
curve, and old curve will still be there as a reference.
Releasing the Slider will apply the changes to the curve.
You can also Manually Type values in the Value Field and as soon as you press Enter, selected curves will be rebuilt.
Typing the value over default 50 will still work and expand the range of the slider to double of the typed value (if
you type 51, it will expand the slider range to 102 and so on).

5.15.3 Duplicate

Probably one of the most important and at the same time the most simple function is Duplicate.

Duplicate will duplicate any selected number of curves and all of their components.
Duplicated curves are fully functional, have the same material etc.
Duplicate also works if you select Group instead of curve.
Duplicate is fully compatible with Warp Geometry and Curves bound by Warp function.
Duplicate will respect Outliner grouping and hierarchy and put new duplicated curves next to the original ones.

5.15.4 Randomize
Randomize button opens the randomization parameters window. This window holds parameters that can be used to
randomize selected curves.
Workflow:
• Select the curves to randomize.
• Enable/disable the randomization modules by clicking on the “Enable” checkbox (Curve Points, Rotation, etc).
• Change parameters (X,Y,Z, etc).
• Drag the slider and hold the mouse button to look at the preview of the amount of randomization.
• Release the slider and click “Randomize” button to apply the randomization. Releasing the slider will disable
the preview.
• If magnitude of randomization is not enough, use “mult” slider to multiply the sliders, increasing the final
randomization.
Randomization modules:
Control Points: This module will randomize all the control points (CVs) on the selected curves. At least
one axis should be enabled for the randomization to occur. Additionally, user can Lock First and/or Last
CV on the curves to avoid moving the root or tip CV.
Rotation: Randomize the overall rotation on the curves based on the pivot point on those curves. At least
one axis should be enabled for the randomization to occur.
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Orientation: Randomize the orientation of the geometry on the curve. Rotates the geometry around the
curve.
Twist: Randomize the twist parameter on the selected curves.
Width: Randomize width parameter of the curves. Uniform checkbox is used to sync WidthX and WidthZ
parameter on Curve Tubes. Disabling Uniform will result in separate randomization values for WidthX
and WidthZ parameter on Curve Tubes.
Taper: Randomize taper parameter of the curves.
Profile: Randomize profile parameter of the curve. Allow negative values will allow randomization to go
negative, flipping the profile.
Randomize: button will apply any randomization that was enabled.
Close: Closes the window.

5.15.5 Extend, Reduce and Smooth

Extend and Reduce will simply lengthen and shorten the curve based on the Factor slider.
Extend will try to interpolate the next point based on the curvature of the curve. However, on high Factor values this
can behave unpredictably.

5.15. Utility Functions
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Smooth function will smooth the selected curve or only selected CVs, depending on the selection.
You can smooth multiple curves at the same time.
You can smooth CVs on multiple curves at the same time. Just select the curves, switch to Component Mode (F8) and
select the CVs.
Note: For CVs smoothing to work you need to select at least 3 CVs on each selected curve. Curves with less than 3
CVs selected will be skipped.

Smooth button also has Marking Menu where you can select Smoothing Multiplier.
To access sooth marking menu, simply Hold Right Mouse Button over the Smooth Button.
You can select from x1, x3, x5 and x10 multipliers. They will increase the strength of the smoothing.

5.15.6 Mirroring

Mirror functions allow to mirror curves from one side of the world to the other across X, Y or Z Axis.
User can switch between Mirror and Flip modes.
In Mirror mode curves will be duplicated and then flipped based on the Axis selected.
In Flip mode curve will be flipped to the opposite side of the world based on the Axis selected.

5.15.7 Control Curve
Control Curve is a special deformer created to control multiple curves at the same time.
Select multiple curves and click on Control Curve button. A new curve will be generated in the middle of the selected
curves. Deforming this curve will also deform any bound curve.
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To Apply the deformer, simply select the Control Curve and click Apply button.
Note: There might be some warnings during the creation of the Control Curve like “No points were weighted to the
wrap”. Ignore them.

5.16 Options Menu
Options Menu holds some additional options and functions to change the functionality of the plug-in.
Import and Export functions allow you to import and export curves to be used as templates, or simply to transfer
them between projects. More info is in the Importing and Exporting Curves section.

5.16.1 Scale Factor
Scale factor will determine the Initial Scale of the curve created by New Card, New Tube, Curve Card, Curve Tube,
Add Cards and Add Tubes buttons.
This option is very important if you need to adjust the scale of new curves (mostly Width) when working on different
Scene Scales.
Scale Factor is a simple multiplier and has range from 0.001 to basically infinity (default limit is 10, but you can
manually type bigger values)
Note: Scale Factor will only affect new curves. Old curves will not change.

5.16.2 Global Curve Thickness
This menu allows user to change global default thickness of the curves. It only affects curves that were created using
the plug-in.
Input field and slider goes from -1 (default thickness) to 20.
Save button will save current thickness value and it will be consistent between Maya sessions.
Update Curves button will change the thickness of already existing curves in the scene.
You can setill edit individual curve thickness in the Curve Control Window

5.16.3 Set AO Settings
This button will change the settings of AO in the current scene to match those described in the Useful Tips section

5.16. Options Menu
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5.16.4 Set Transparency Settings
This button will change the settings of transparency in the the current scene for better rendering of hair cards in the
current scene.

5.16.5 Update Layers
Update layers will force-update Layers menu. If you feel that the Layers did not update after some action, you can
always use this button. It should not be needed 99.9% of the time.

5.16.6 Reset to Defaults
This button will reset GS CurveTools plug-in to the “factory” defaults.

5.16.7 Color Options
Sync Curve Color to the Layer Color will enable the automatic sync between Layer Color and color of the path curve
used to control Curve Cards and tubes
Colorize Regrouped Layers will enable automatic colorization of the regrouped layers when pressing Regroup by
Layer button.
You can change the colors in Curve Control Window or using Custom Colors Window in the Colors button marking
menu.
Checker pattern for color will determine if colorize mode should use plain color or checker pattern.

5.16.8 Layer Options
Use Only Numbers in Layers will activate/deactivate numbers only mode for layer names. With this option disabled,
the second row of layers will have A-J letters instead.
Use 20, 30 or 40 Layers will switch between the number of layers available to the user.
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5.16.9 Additional Options
Extract Last Group and Filter Last Group will change the behavior of Extract All button and Filter buttons. Those
buttons will either ignore or affect last Layer depending on these options.
Sync Outliner/Layer Visibility will automatically hide curves not only using layers, but also in the outliner (they will
be greyed out)
Keep Curve Attributes will remember and read the curve attributes on on the curve, even if the curve is detached
from the curve card/tube node network (duplicated, exported, etc.)
Bound Curves Follow Parent will ensure that moving a parent curve in a Bound Object (Bound Group) will also
move all the child curves along with it to a new layer.
Bind to All Available Curves will bind selected hair clump (or geometry) to all selected “empty” curves. More info
here: Mass Bind
Duplicate Curves Before Bind will automatically duplicate the curves before binding them to the curve, leaving old
curves behind with no edits.
Add Cards/Tubes Blend Attributes enables blending of the attributes when using Add Cards/Tubes or Fill functions.
Auto Convert Instances will automatically convert instanced curves to normal curves before any other function is
applied.
Replacing Curve Layer Selection will disable additive selection for the layers. When holding Ctrl and clicking on a
new layer, old layer will be deselected automatically.
Fix Maya 2020-2022 UV Bug This function will fix any broken UVs when trying to open old scenes in Maya 2020 or
2022 or when opening scenes in 2020 and 2022 when using Maya Binary file type. This will have no effect on older
versions of Maya (<2020). This bug is native to Maya and thus can’t be fixed in GS CurveTools plug-in.
Fix Broken Graphs This function will attempt to fix all the broken graphs in the scene. More info on broken graphs
here: Graphs are Broken After Reloading
Fix Maya 2020.4 Twist Attribute This function will fix any broken cards created in Maya 2020.4 before v1.2.2
update.
Fix Maya 2020.4 Unbind Function This function will fix any cards that are not unbinding properly created before
v1.2.3 update in Maya 2020.4.

5.17 Frequently Asked Questions and Solutions
Here you can find some of the common questions/issues and possible solutions to them.
This list is always updating.

5.17.1 Maya 2020-2022 and Broken UVs
Issue:
Only for Maya 2020 and 2022. UVs are not working after save and reload of the scene. UV parameters are correct but
UVs on the existing cards seem to be wrong. Changing UV parameters on cards created before the save has no effect.
New cards are working correctly.
Explanation:
First of all, this issue is not related to GS CurveTools in any way.
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This issue is related to Maya 2020, 2020.1, 2020.2 and 2022 and the “new” bug it has with saving/loading Maya
Binary scene files (.mb). During the reload of the scene the inputComponents list used in polyMoveUV nodes is
getting corrupted and shows as nmm[*] instead of map[*]. This bug was reported for Maya 2020, 2020.1, 2020.2,
2022 and was FIXED in 2023.
Solution/Workaround:
This issue only appears when loading Maya Binary (.mb) scene files and not Maya ASCII files (.ma). You can easily
fix your already corrupted cards using a fix command built in to GS CurveTools plugin:
Steps:
1. Open your Maya Binary file
2. Apply the “Fix Maya 2020-2022 UV Bug” fix in the Options Menu of GS CurveTools
3. Save the scene as Maya ASCII using “Save Scene As”
4. It should now work perfectly fine
Maya ASCII loading times can be a bit longer, but should work just fine in Maya 2020.

5.17.2 Graphs are Broken After Reloading
Issue:
In some rare cases Width or Twist graphs can become broken after the reload of Maya. The issue is native to Maya
and is caused by the CurveWarp node.
This issue has nothing to do with CurveTools or its code.
Explanation:
Maya graphs can be corrupted during safe/reload sequence.
This only occurs when the graph nodes (dots on a graph) are in their extreme points (0 or 1) shown on the image. It
is something internal to CurveWarp node, to which there is no access. It is a compiled plug-in and it can’t be fixed by
anyone but Autodesk.
Autodesk repeatedly notified about this issue being fixed (at least in 2019 and 2022 release notes). The issue persists
still in the 2022.
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The issue can be replicated without loading CurveTools, by simply creating a CurveWarp node with geo attached and
making aforementioned changes to the built-in graphs.
Solution/Workaround:

Since this issue can’t be fixed from my end, there’s only workarounds.
GS CurveTools v1.2.4+ you can simply click on “Reset Curve” under the graph to reset it to defaults. You can also
use “Fix Broken Graphs” function in the options menu to attempt to fix all the graphs in the scene and restore their
parameters.

Video demonstration of CurveWarp node issue (Maya 2022):

5.17.3 Maya 2018.0-2018.1 Random Deformations Issue (stuck vertices)
Issue:
Using orientation parameter after changing the divisions parameters causes the vertices of the card to deform in an
unexpected way.
Explanation:
This issue appears only in Maya 2018.0 and 2018.1 versions and is not connected to GS CurveTools. User can replicate
this same behavior by creating any object, applying a lattice deformer to it and trying to change the number of divisions
on that object procedurally (on sphere, plane or other starter object) and trying to rotate the object using the deformer
transform node. This issue is due to lattice deformer bug that was fixed in a subsequent versions.
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Solution/Workaround:
The only solution to this problem is to use the latest patch of Maya 2018 (2018.6). Updating to 2018.6 was confirmed
to fix this issue completely.
Video demo of the issue:

5.17.4 Warp Card Orientation Flip
Issue:

In some cases Warp bound geometry (Warp Cards, Tubes and Custom Geometry) can randomly flip its orientation and
behave seemingly erratic.
Explanation:
The issue here lies within Maya itself and its curveWarp node and in particular its “Aim” or Normal Direction
calculation. This issue only appears when the curve has its object space rotation in Y axis set to 90 degrees, or very
close to 90. This confuses the algorithm and it flips the normal orientation when some part of the curve crosses a
specific boundary. This results in geometry flipping its orientation.
Solution/Workaround:
Since this issues is fundamental to Maya and can’t be fixed without rewriting the curveWarp node from scratch, the
only thing that user can do is to avoid using Y axis rotation on the curve and primarily using Orientation parameter
in Curve Control Window.
Important: To avoid the need of Y axis rotation it is also recommended to use Y-up axis World Coordinate System
(default), over Z-up axis.

Note: In general using curve parameters such as Width and Orientation is recommended over Mayas Rotation and
Scale parameters.

5.17.5 Geometry was Left Behind When Deleting Curves

Explanation:
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If the user deletes only the curve component (pathCurve#), but no the entire card group, in some cases (warp cards,
tubes) there might be a leftover geometry in the scene.
Solution/Workaround:
The correct way to delete cards/tubes is to delete the entire group that holds all of the components of that card/tube.
Do not delete only the curve (pathCurve#), delete the entire group (curveCard, curveTube etc.). Select the Curve
-> press UP on the keyboard (this will select the entire card) -> Delete.

5.17.6 Can I use Z-up World Coordinates?
The plug-in should work just fine in Z-up, however you might encounter some issues like default cards being created
in a different orientation and some inconsistencies in orientations of cards created using Curve Card and Add Card
functions.
In general it is recommended to use Y-up world coordinates to avoid any incompatibilities.

5.18 Useful Tips
5.18.1 Better Transparency Settings Viewport
Maya Viewport default settings are not very well suited for the needs of hair creation and preview. In order to have the
best possible preview you can change a few options.
Note: Since GS CurveTools v1.1.3 you have an option to Set Transparency Settings automatically in the Options
menu. It will do exactly what is described below.

1. Open Viewport Settings in the Renderer -> Viewport 2.0 Option box.
2. Set the Transparency Algorithm to Depth Peeling, Transparency Quality to 1 and enable Transparent Shadows.
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3. You can also add some lights you your scene to have better representation of your hair.
4. Although these options will give you a nice approximation, you should always check your project in a game
engine or marmoset toolbag.

5.18.2 Better Curve Visibility in Viewport (Maya 2017-2023)

It can be tricky sometimes to see curves using default Maya settings, especially when you have a lot of them with
applied textures.
There are a few simple steps you can take to fix this problem:
Since v1.2.7 you can use a new hotkey or marking menu in the “Curve” filter button to quickly toggle “Always on
Top” mode.
Clicking on a layer with Ctrl modifier will also toggle the “Always on Top” mode for each layer (only for Maya 2022+)
It works differently for Maya 2018-2020 and for 2022+ versions. Older versions will toggle AO with minimal settings
to have a “see-through” effect on curves. 2022+ versions will toggle “Draw Always on Top” parameter for every
curve.
OLD WORKAROUNDS BELOW (before v1.2.7):
You can enable Screen-space Ambient Occlusion but without any actual occlusion happening. Maya 2017-2020
viewport will increase the visibility of the curves if you have Ambient Occlusion enabled.
Note: This bug was fixed in Maya 2022+ and no longer works, which is a shame. It would be better if Autodesk fixed
the UV bug instead, but hey, I guess you only get so much funding in a multi-million dollar company. One bug in a
decade.

Important: This trick only works on materials with transparency. If you don’t use alpha on your material, just add a
little bit of overall transparency. Even smallest amount will enable this AO trick.

Note: Since GS CurveTools v1.1.3 you can simply go to the plug-in “Options -> Set AO Settings” to set AO settings
automatically. You still need to set your custom hotkey in the “GS -> GS_CurveTools -> Misc -> GSCT_ToggleAO”
Set AO settings manually (legacy):
• To avoid any unwanted visual effects from AO, go to Renderer -> Viewport 2.0 (options box) -> Screen-space
Ambient Occlusion and change the settings as showed on the screenshot:
• Now you only need to add a hotkey to quickly switch between two modes:
Note: In Version 1.1.1 you don’t need to add this hotkey. It is already there in “GS ->
GS_CurveTools -> Misc -> GSCT_ToggleAO”
– Go to Windows -> Settings/Preferences -> Hotkey Editor -> Runtime Command Editor -> New
5.18. Useful Tips
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– Copy and Paste this code to the Python command field:
import maya.cmds as mc
if(mc.getAttr('hardwareRenderingGlobals.ssaoEnable')):
mc.setAttr('hardwareRenderingGlobals.ssaoEnable', 0)
else:
mc.setAttr('hardwareRenderingGlobals.ssaoEnable', 1)

Note: It might look something like this when you paste it, don’t worry it’s a visual bug
in Maya. Just leave it as is:

– Name your Runtime Command to something like “MY_AOToggle”
– Add a Description
– Click “Save Runtime Command”
– Assign a new Hotkey to your custom command in the Hotkey Editor under the Custom Scripts
drop down menu.
– You should get something like this in the end:
• Now by clicking on your custom hotkey, you will toggle between two visibility modes.
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5.18.3 Curve Thickness
You can change the thickness of the curves globally or for each curve individually.

To change curve thickness globally go to GS CurveTools Options -> Global Curve Thickness.
You can also change curve thickness manually in Curve Control Window using number field on the top right. This
will not change global curve thickness. Only selected curves will be affected.
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